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Next Meeting – Thursday, February 14, 2002 at 7:00pm - Clear Lake Park Bldg.

President's Corner

January Meeting Minutes

By: Clay Bare, JSCRCC President

By: Mike Goza, JSCRCC Secretary

Since I missed the January Newsletter deadline, Happy New
Year! I'm sure many of you are in the middle of the winter
construction phase of your next aircraft. Me, I'm taking
advantage of the mild weather to get a few flights in. I did
however manage to score a Zagi 400X for Christmas and I'm
currently waiting for a new receiver so I can get this bird in
the air. I never thought I would get this excited over an
electric plane, but then again, at one time I said I would
never fly a model helicopter!

The Meeting started at 7:11pm 1/10/2002

This past month I have tried to alternate days that I go to the
field and I have been very pleased with the attendance on
both Saturdays and Sundays. I thought for sure that the
security issues would keep members away (Was I wrong!).
Thanks for your patience! We still haven't made a lot of
headway with getting guests back out to the field but be
assured that we will continue to work on it. I think it is vital
to the future of the club to get potential members a chance to
see the facilities before they join. After all, would you
join a R/C club without first visiting the site and meeting
some of the members (hmm... On second thought, maybe we
would be better off if they didn't meet a few of our members
beforehand! JUST KIDDING!).

New Business:
We need to update guards on the flying hours policy. Mike
Goza will talk to Bruce Hilty about the situation. We need a
spring cleanup date. The impound needs to be moved as
well. It is placed on the lowest spot on the field.

Old Business:
The club still cannot get guests on site easily. We will take
suggestions on how to reconcile the situation with security.
For the moment guests must be on Hoffman's list, which is
updated biweekly. A fun fly committee was formed. It
consists of Don White, James Lemon, Charles Teixeira, and
Ray Randolph.

Model of the Month (MOM)
Ron Madsen brought his GP Extra 300 with a LA46 engine
and a patriotic paint job. Ron won Model of the Month for
January.

Back to my original thought, I have really enjoyed flying
with everyone this past month. It's kind of nice to get out
and fly with a different group every now and then! Try it
sometime!
Well that's all for now. I hope to see you at the field.
Until then, may your take-off be smooth and your landings
right-side up!
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Ken White brought his rebuilt ugly stick back after the
altercation with a heli. (The heli won). Ken used K2R to
remove fuel from fuel soaked balsa. (Editor: good tip!)

Delta Dart Program '02
By Michael Laible
The Seabrook Intermediate School Delta Dart program went
off without a hitch. Herman Burton and I instructed the
crowd (Ron Madsen was lost somewhere in Seabrook). We
had about 25 students and dads and it could not have turned
out better. All models were completed and flew, and flew,
and flew. It was truly the best to date. It really helps when
you have the parents present. Every time Herman and I hold
this program we make notes on improvements and I think
we just about have it down to a tee. This time Sandy Peck
(teacher) gave me an instruction sheet on flight that is
actually very good and seems to be at a 5-8th grade level. So
this has also been added for next time.
Enjoy the pictures and remember, never hesitate to put on a
demonstration for the kids. Just call Herman or myself and
we will give you pointers and some help.

Ken White and his rebuilt Ugly Stick
Entertainment:
Jerry Beamguard led a fiber glassing discussion.

Everyone hard at work. Note the apparel on Mike.

Meeting adjourned 8:30pm

February meeting program
John Boyle will have a radio excerpt from "The Engines
of our Ingenuity" and have a few models of Cubs there for
display. The radio excerpt goes into the history of the Cub
and to make it all the more interesting bring your Cubs in for
display. The more Cubs we have the better.
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Herman making sure he cuts A to A

Delta Dart #2
By: Mike Laible
Now the second story. It seems Bert Striegler saw my
request for help on the Delta Dart building program. He
answered me back and included a picture that I have never
seen before. Enjoy:

The happy group

Good builder and determined flyer. Built the DD without a
parent or adult help.

"Mike,
You sound like my kind of guy! Yes, the little electric should
raise a few eyebrows. I raised a few at a FF meet at
Ellington - all the guys were after me to get back into free
flight but I was smarter than they were and had learned that
one could fly his plane BACK to starting place with a RC
system! I did promise them that I would come fly with them,
and I brought my Delta Dart with a Brown A-10 CO2
motor. It spiraled up beautifully every flight, much to the
disgust of some of the fierce competitors. I doubt you know
me as I retired in 1990. I directed many contests for the
MSC club over the years. Don White, Owen Morris, John
Kiker, etc. are some of my old buddies. I also did most of the
RC system repairs for the guys at NASA. The club gave me
an honorary life membership for all the volunteer work that
I did as their CD. Some day we could change all that if you
felt like bundling up some rough field models and driving up
for a weekend! I have about 150 acres, a small runway, lots
of deer, and plenty of room to put you up. Owen Morris
keeps thinking about coming up here, but has not gotten it
done yet. Keep those Delta Darts flying! By the way, I still
have my CO2 version and just for grins, here is a rather
poor picture of it. It is a VERY early example of the Darts,
and the writing on the vertical fin says "Designed by Frank
Ehling".
Best Regards,
Bert Striegler

Three generations, missing the middle one.

All the members of JSCRCC, especially the younger
members, should be aware that the club is rich in history and
I would love to start a history log or repository. John Kiker
helped me some time ago and I have a history page on the
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web. I would like to do more. Any help? Any info or
scanned pictures? We could make a CD with all the
newsletters and pictures, emails, stories, etc. I have saved
all the emails and have all the newsletters from, Ohh, 1970.
Anybody up for it?
All the original guys of MSCRCC, you truly do not know
how much you and this club means to me. When I get an
email like Bert's, this reminds me of why I moved down
here. To work in the most exciting field there is and the
fellowship.
See Yas

buy at least four gallons at a time. In addition to getting a
bulk discount, the hazard shipping charge is the same for
any size order. The last time I bought fuel was in 1997. I
bought four gallons at a cost of $16 ea. including
shipping. I sold one. I get twice the running time on diesel
as glow and those remaining three gallons have carried me
until now (I don't fly much). I use Sigg camping fuel bottles
to keep it fresh in storage.
I am currently ordering one new gallon of fuel at a total cost
of $27.95 (ouch). This is equivalent to $14/gal for glow
fuel. One motive for writing this article is to get others into
flying diesel-powered planes and to share fuel orders.

Diesel Power
By: Brian Morris

AeroWorks Edge 540 Review

You say you hate dead sticks, then fly diesel. If your diesel
quits it has run out of fuel. You can throw away your glow
plugs, your engine starter and your glow starter --- you won't
need them.
I had one diesel that I couldn't reliably start by hand. I no
longer have it. It wasn't a PAW. PAW is the way to go.
Three to six drops of prime and a few flips of the prop and
they are running. When they are in the air they sound good,
smooth and quiet. You won't hear them if glows are in the
air at the same time. They are expensive but worth it. Their
integral muffler will fit inside a cowl but you will need an
exhaust deflector to direct the oil away. I use a wipe
of lamp oil followed by a wipe of rubbing alcohol to clean
my plane.
There are some things to learn and some old methods to
forget when you begin to run diesels. I managed without a
mentor, and I have gathered a lot of good material I would
share with a new diesel user.
The modern PAW diesels are not of the old long stroke
design. They are over square, with a bore larger than the
stroke, but they will still swing a big prop. I just bought my
second. It is a PAW 0.60 with a recommended prop range
of 12x6 to 16x8. I am breaking it in with a 14x8 prop and
intend to fly my Kadet Senior with it. If I tow a glider I will
use a 15x6 prop.
You won't like the smell of diesel fuel at first, and you may
never get used to the odor of the burnt kerosene remaining in
the muffler. I bag the front of the plane if I hang it in my
model building room inside the house.
The only way to get reasonably priced model diesel fuel is to

By: Scott White
I recently completed an AeroWorks 29% Edge 540 kit as my
first giant scale gas aerobat and thought some of you might
be interested in hearing about it. AeroWorks (www.aeroworks.net) is based out of Colorado and makes a number of
different ‘competition type’ aerobatic planes. The planes
can be bought in kit, pre-built, or deluxe pre-built (ARC)
forms, they even make a couple of ARFs. I chose the 29%
Edge 540 kit because I had heard very good things about the
flying characteristics of the plane. It has an 84” wingspan,
1200 sq. in. of wing area and is 76” long. The full scale
Edge is made by Zivko here in the US and is an unlimited
class aerobatic platform like the Extra 300 and Cap 232. It’s
somewhat unique in that it has a straight leading edge on the
wing, which gives it a very slow stall speed. The kit arrived
about a month after ordering in a single large box and all the
parts were there. The canopy was slightly deformed but a
quick call to AeroWorks had a replacement to me in a few
days. The kit contained contest quality balsa, router cut
light ply for the fuse, assorted aircraft ply pieces, foam
wings, foam turtle deck and hatch, aluminum main gear, and
nice fiberglass cowl and wheelpants. No hardware is
included although AeroWorks does sell a hardware package
for the aircraft.
I found the aircraft relatively easy to build (this was my 4th
kit) and instructions to be pretty straight forward. The fuse
frames up nicely using your flat building table and a
reference line on the table as a sort of jig (you actually tack
glue the formers to the table, squared to the line and then
build the fuse around them). The plane is already designed
to be lightweight for its size, but I made a few efforts to
lighten it up some more. I used Forstner bits to drill some
holes in the forward fuse and landing gear area. I replaced
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the light ply radio tray with just some bass spars, and I used
¼” carbon/balsa composite from Aerospace Composite
Products (http://www.acp-composites.com/) for the firewall
instead of the supplied aircraft ply. This saved me
approximately 3 oz of weight. The tail feathers were
traditional stick built flat surfaces (AeroWorks recently
discontinued this in favor of airfoiled foam surfaces). I
added 1.5” to the trailing edge of the rudder and increased
its air balance, and I moved the hinge line forward on the
horizontal stab for better 3D performance. This aircraft has
a 2 piece wing so the phenolic is built into the fuse and the
tail surfaces squared with this when mounted. Flying wires
for the stabs were made from 2-56 size hollow carbon rods.
This was my first aircraft with foam wings and skinning
them was a definite learning experience. The balsa sheets for
the wings, hatch & turtle deck skins were of good quality
and only a few pieces needed edge truing. The sheeting was
built up using aliphatic glue and then cut to shape. I used
Elmer’s ProBond Polyurethane glue to skin the wings, hatch
and turtledeck. The glue reacts with the moisture in the air
and foams up, filling any open areas and penetrating into the
foam several beads providing a nice solid bond. After
skinning, the ailerons were cut out full-span using a
bandsaw and leading/trailing edges were applied with the
ProBond glue (in hindsight I should have used aliphatic glue
for the edges as the ProBond is kind of tough to sand). After
skinning the hatch and turtledeck they were trimmed with a
bandsaw and then cored out using a soldering iron (coring
them saved 1.8 ozs). The turtledeck was then fitted and
attached to the fuse using epoxy. The hatch was fitted and
mounted to the fuse with dowels and a couple of 4-40 bolts.
I decided to use Robart hinge points for my hinges and this
was a real pleasure. Using the Robart Hinge Drilling guide
it only takes a few minutes to hinge a surface. After all my
hinge holes were drilled I double beveled all the surfaces to
make sure I could get at least 50 degrees of throw each way.
In the past I’ve always sanded the bevels, which has been a
real pain and would have been very difficult on the wings as
the leading/trailing edges are pretty thick. But this time I
found a better way – the Master Airscrew razor plane – it
made the bevels easy and quick and I didn’t have a room full
of sawdust at the end. The wings were aligned to the fuse
with incidence meters. I did modify the wing attachment
method out of personal preference to use two ¼x20 plastic
bolts through the fuse into hard points in the wing root for
each wing.
A little finish sanding and a lot of covering later the plane
looked pretty good. The hinges were glued in with Pacer
Hinge glue and then the hinge lines were sealed with clear
Monokote. For servos I decided to go with Hitec as I have
had good luck with them in the past. This time I decided to
try their new digital models for their power, speed, and
precision. A single Hitec 5945 was placed under the canopy

for the rudder. The pull-pull wires were crossed going the
rear of the aircraft so the fuse exit point would be farther
back on the airplane. I used the Hitec 5925 servos (4 total)
for the ailerons and elevators. My only complaint with the
digitals is they seem to really go through the batteries.
Rocket City control horns were mounted on all the surfaces
and hollow carbon fiber rods with titanium ends from
Central Hobbies were used for pushrods. Dubro ball links
were used to attach the pushrods to the aluminum servo
arms that come standard with the servos. A couple of Hitec
HS81 mini servos took care of throttle and choke to the
engine via nyrod. To finish out the radio gear I’m using a
JR PCM receiver and 3 battery packs. I have 2 6V 720mah
NiMh packs with separate switches for the receiver and then
a 4.8V 720mah NiMh pack for the engines electronic
ignition. The batteries are only giving me a couple of flights
before needing to be recharged so I may move to some
higher capacity packs in the future.
For the engine I chose the BME 44 (2.7 ci) (made in Waco
and based off of Echo chainsaw motors –
www.bmeengine.com) as my powerplant. The BME uses a
C&H electronic ignition, is very lightweight for its size (3
lbs 5 oz with ignition and standard downtube exhaust), and
will swing a 20x10 prop at around 7500 rpm. The engine
was mounted to the firewall using four center drilled ¾”
dowels as standoffs to get the engine to the right distance for
the cowl and to provide for right thrust. The engine runs
well on 87-octane gas and I’m mixing LawnBoy ashless oil
at 32:1 for the break in period. The engine supposedly takes
about 20 gallons of gas to fully break in and seat the rings –
it looks like I’m going to get 8-10 15-minute flights per
gallon. A 16 oz Sullivan boat tank sits beneath the wing
tube over the CG. Fueling is performed though a Central
Hobbies fuel dot designed especially for gas. The engine is
great so far – starts easily and runs strong. I haven’t touched
the needles on it yet. As it breaks in more I’m looking
forward to tweaking the needles and trying some different
props. By utilizing a servo to control the choke I don’t have
to reach into the cowl to choke the engine and since I have it
on a knob I can partially choke the engine if I want. It also
works as a secondary engine shutoff control.
Originally a 3.5” TruTurn Ultimate-style spinner with
lightened backplate capped off the nose, but I have since
swapped for a carbon fiber spinner made by Pete Models in
Canada (www.petemodel.com), which shaved 2 oz’s off the
nose of the aircraft. I also swapped the factory supplied
aluminum main gear for carbon fiber gear from Troy Built
Models (www.troybuiltmodels.com) saving another 2 oz’s.
I’m a firm believer in ‘lighter flies better’. Making an effort
during the building process and also with the components
used in the plane can really make a difference.
The plane is covered in jet white, metallic plum, and yellow
Monokote. I used Lustrekote paint for the cowl and pants.
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All up weight is 14 1bs 2.8 ozs dry. The plane flies very
nicely. The larger airframe actually seems easier to fly
probably because it’s easier to see. A little roll and pitch
mixing was needed for knife-edge, but that could be my
building techniques. I’ve got about 2.5 degrees of right
thrust on the engine and that seems about right. I still need
to do some fine-tuning on the trim and CG of the plane. You
always wonder how things will turn out as you put your hard
earned money, personal time and energy into a project – but
I couldn’t be happier with this one. The AeroWorks Edge
540 is an excellent kit.
PS: I put up a little web page with info and pictures of the
plane, you can find it at:
http://users.ev1.net/~tswhite70/AWEdge540/Edge29.html

Need Some Balsa?
Check out Gordon Spencer's "Balsa Buyout Sale" by calling
281-332-2205 or go to web site akk@ghg.net
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